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I'm Amanda Holden, and that was NOT RUBBISH!!!. Its cheap, so you can gift it to your friends to insult their
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 skills! Tell them about how this will make them a better pc gamer, and they
REALLY need this game.

But also, this game is so simple and stupid, it makes it hurt even worse when they insult your mouse and tell you that you
amount to nothing. Its just really bad when an easy game says that you suck.

I give it 6\/7.5 lennys ( \u0361\u00b0 \u035c\u0296 \u0361\u00b0)
Would click again. I recommend this game for tank lovers (like me), and military history Fanatics.

Pros

*Intensely detailed Units and Environment

*The most Realistic Tank Physics I've ever seen

*Has a lot of tactics and strategies to defend and attack

*Pretty Awesome graphics when maxxed out

*There is a map editor

 Cons
*Lacks replayability, like skirmish maps

*Needs more players in Multiplayer

*Some infantry are wusses

Recommended price- If you can get it at 50% or below, buy it!

8.5\/10. I dont normally play as a furry, but when i do i make sure its in a space fighter. Need to fix and update but a good game
;D. So much potential here. Got the game on sale for $5 and I feel that is acceptable for only three levels. I hope there will be
more levels or game modes added soon!. This game was super fun. Wish it was longer, but for the price how much more can I
ask?
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I'm gonna make up my own story here because so far the game doesn't actually seem to have one: You are a little devil and you
are trying to escape from hell. You have unlimited lives, but the penalty for death is that you are still stuck down here in hell. I
have no idea if there is any kind of ending; I'm not even close to making progress towards it. I'm about 8 levels in and ready to
cry.

Sooo.... as for a review:

Look very closely at the screenshots and videos for the game on the store page. If you don't like what you see, don't buy the
game; because what you see is what you get.

At it's core Run the Gamut is a simple old school platformer that reminds me of nostalgic pixel platformers from the 80's and
early 90's but with cell shading and shinier colors.

Beyond that, Run the Gamut is hardcore. The difficulty is relentless and it doesn't let up.

Each level is a screen wide puzzle that you must jump through to reach the exit. All while avoiding fire and spikes. The controls
are unforgiving, the deaths come fast and furious and if you can't maintain your calm you will just die even faster on the next
attempt.

This is a game intentionally designed to test your patience as much as your gaming skills. The puzzles start out appearing
deceptively easy but that doesn't last long and the slightest mistake is instant death. Oh, and you're on a timer so don't stand
there thinking about your next jump: move or die because you probably have about 7 seconds to live.

And just to spice things up, there's random events like Earthquakes to make hard levels randomly harder, because this game
only exists to drive you nuts. I only played for a few minutes before I needed a break.

Functionally the music is good, the sound effects are passable and the controls can be configured\/keymapped. (its keyboard or
gamepad ~ no mouse needed for gameplay, only for menu selections)

Controls are not complex: left, right, jump, run, slide

There's not much else to say. It's a pretty simple game concept. You're a little devil, better run for that door or die.

But the bottom line is, it's fun. Assuming you like old school platformers and crazy hard difficulty levels.. good game better then
call of duty ww2. Have to rework scenario Holiday Arrow to end at Hoboken. Arrow lll trains cannot transfer from the
Morristown Line to the NEC to Ny Penn without a transformer change due to the different voltages. All Arrow lll's end at
Hoboken on Morristown Line. The ones on the NEC have different transformer voltages. I still like the model although I will
find other errors.. Every product of entertainment I love has one thing in common; it elicits an emotion.
 One could argue it's everything it needs to do in order to be appreciated, to be welcomed, loved and shared. And if I found a
place in real life that resembles the emotions I had with 'the Beginner's guide', this place would have been a county fair that I
could visit all alone. A place where you feel a stunning excitement when walking through each level and never know what to
expect from the next. And so your perception changes with each time you leave a level behind you and start a new one.

The Beginner's Guide does this by telling a story; the story of an isolated game developer who stopped developing games and
left them behind himself. You experience his journey by being guided through the short levels he created; from the very first...
to the last, having a likable narrator at your side.

I could go on in detail what those levels are about but this is really not the point. The point is, you have a journey in front of you
and the game does not only help you empathize with this strange mind, but also reflect on your own.

When I finished this game, I had to pause for a while and let the previous moments sink through my head. And then I realized
the powerful measures of how it makes you think. The moment-to-moment story you are out experiencing, with its emotional
ups and downs of breathtaking outcomes and sometimes visual and musical tones. The Beginner's guide gives you the freedom
of interpretation and you are quite welcome to do so... it can get confusing at times as well.
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At this point I lost my conception of who this game's target audience is. In fact, I don't even believe there ought to be one.
I really cannot think of a reason not to pick up The Beginner's Guide..
\u6211\u8ba9\u4f60\u53bb\u4fee\u7406\u5382\u662f\u4fdd\u517b\u4e00\u4e0b\u987a\u4fbf\u6551\u4e2a\u706b
\u4e0d\u662f\u7ed9\u4f60\u7406\u7531\u628a\u8f66\u5934\u649e\u6241

I order you to go to the repair shop for maintaining the car and putting out the fire.
Not giving you an excuse to flat the front.. this game is absolutely awesome. I played many hours in offline mode, so the four
hours
are not really the time i spent playing. the controls are nice, the loot is interesting ..
I like this game a lot!

that being said, it doesnt work on my laptop anymore, there are slow downs and those make it
unplayable. I know many people have the same issues, but I cannot seem to find a solution.
It wasnt like that first, the issues came with the developer switching to another engine I think

so, as sad as it makes me, I cannot recommend this game anymore. the game is perfect but there
needs to be a way to fix this issue... this is just not acceptable.... You get what you paid for, 1K achievements at minimum price.
If you\u2019re an achievement hunter looking to increase the number of achievements on your profile showcase, then I highly
recommend buying this. Else don\u2019t waste your money. This is not a game, it\u2019s just a way of distributing
achievements.. Meh. Not enough players, a 20 dollar game, shaky mechanics..... I'll pass.. My first review ever, just because this
game (and the developer) so deserve it. For some reason the game has not gotten much traction which is sad considering how
much work must have gotten into it. The whole thing is surprisingly polished and there's already a lot of fun to be by just
playing whatever content has been already implemented, even if going solo. Considering the setting and the hilarious tone of the
game one can only wonder what kind of cool stuff could be implemented in future, basically only the creativity is the limit, but
of course to make it worthwhile that will require more people to find the game. Here's hoping that will happen!
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